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Knitted Wrist Warmers
in DROPS Alpaca
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Pattern taken from DROPS pattern 
no. Z-613 ‘Bergen Set’
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SIZE: 
One-size

MATERIALS:
DROPS Alpaca in the following shades:

50 g colour no 2020, light camel eco

50 g colour no 2925, rust

50 g colour no 3800, old pink

50 g colour no 3969, red/purple

50 g colour no 6309, medium petrol

A set of 3mm double-pointed needles - or size needed to 
get 24 sts x 32 rows in stocking st = 10 x 10 cm.

A set of 2.5mm double-pointed needles – for rib

PATTERN:
See diagrams A-3 and A-4. Diagrams are worked in stocking st.

WRIST WARMER:

Worked in the round on double pointed needles.

Cast on 60 sts on double pointed needles size 2.5 mm 
with light camel eco. 

Work rib = K 2/P 2 for 12 cm. 

Switch to double pointed needles size 3 mm.  Then work 
1 round in stocking st while at the same time dec 12 sts 
evenly = 48 sts. 

Continue with diagram A-3 (= 4 repetitions in the round). 

REMEMBER THE KNITTING TENSION! 

Insert a marker in first st on needle (= thumb st). 

When reaching the row marked with 1 arrow in diagram, 
beg inc for thumb gusset as follows: Make 1 YO on each 
side of thumb st (= square with star), on next round K YO 
twisted to avoid holes. 

Repeat inc every 3rd round 5 more times = 13 thumb sts. 

NOTE: Thumb sts are worked according to diagram A-4. 

When A-4 has been worked, slip the 13 thumb sts + 1 
st on each side of these on a stitch holder (= 15 sts on 
stitch holder). 

On next round, cast on 3 new sts behind thumb sts = 48 
sts. Work until A-3 has been worked. 

Now work 1 round in stocking st with light camel eco 
while at the same time inc 8 sts evenly = 56 sts. 

Switch to double pointed needles size 2.5 mm and 
continue with rib = K 2/P 2 for 5 rounds, cast off with K 
over K and P over P. 

The entire wrist warmer measures approx. 25 cm.

THUMB:

Work entire thumb in old pink.

Slip the sts over thumb gusset on to double pointed 
needles size 3 mm and knit in addition up 5 sts in the 
edge behind the thumb sts = 20 sts. 

Work 3 rounds in stocking st. 

Switch to double pointed needles size 2.5 mm and 
continue with rib = K 2/P 2 for 5 rounds, cast off with K 
over K and P over P.

Knit another wrist warmer.
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DIAGRAMS:

DIAGRAM EXPLANATIONS:

       = light camel eco

       = medium petrol

       = old pink

       = red/purple

       = rust

       = thumb st

          = 1 YO between 2 sts, on 
next round K yo twisted to avoid 
holes

           = K 2 tog in the colour 
that fits the pattern


